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AN APPROACH TO THE EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS*

Robert E. Stake
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

The evaluator of an instructional program Is faced with a

dilemma. His design and final report can emphasize what he can measure

most effer,tively given his modest reseurces--or his design and fiaal

report can eflect the nature of the plzogram, with fidelity to the many

important pe...ceptions and expectations of it. Both cannot prevail.

What the evaluator has to say cannot be both a sharp analysis of high-

priority achievementmi a broad and accurate refleztion o1 the program's

complex transactions.

I wm saying something more than: "You caa't feature both

product and process in the evaluatIon study." I am saylug, "Any

focus on the analysis of product or process distoTts the picture as

to what the instruction is. Which is time important: to tell of some

very special things about the program or to provide the most veridical

portrayal of tha program?

& Paper deliVerad at ABBA Annual Meetimg April 49 1972, in Chicago.
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1 am today goiug to advocate the lattnt, the emphasis on

portraye., at the (=pans* of focus. I do not mean this to be an empha-

sis on descripttive data rather than judgmental; both are needed ia veri-

dical portrayal evaluations and in sharp-focus evavations. I do not

mean this to be an emphasis on summative rather them formative evaluar-

tion; in either case the some dilemma appears. I acknowledge that any

study that emphasizes a particular issue, or a particular dGicision, or

a particular goal, at the great dimunition of all others, might be a

most appropriate research or evaluation effort--but it should not be

passed off as aa evaluation othg....L.2.1rcigna.

AM1410SIAL3A444AAL-

We recognize thnt we are not squally able to masours all

outcomes. Some community axpectations and student aspirations Eve

deeply hidden. Some costs are more difficult to tease out than others.

Working with a limited 'valuation budget we aro incliaed to confine

our attention to that which we can measure bee.*

Many of us have a great confidauca that we van measure any

trait, describe any event, and operationalism any construct though we

are quick to allow that we cannot do those jobs with a paper-and-panca-teat,
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with a one-day site visit, or with an annual butott of $2,000. In fact,

many of the promises we make in evaluation pro.,osals could not be ful-

fil;ed if we had a full-time evaluation team, consisting of the ten most

recent past Presidents of ARRA, at least haf of whom are considered

experts in evaluation. But the point at the moment is not that evaluir-

exon la a tough job but that some of our tasks iu any program evaluation

are tougher them others. And there is a reasonable teadency on our part

to feature in the evaluation proposal and periocL.c reports those tasks

we lo best.

What jobs do we do best? We are inclied to say that the jobs

we do best are those our fellow researchers adrke or least criticize:

our item aealyses, satiograma, task analyses, random samplings, covarianka

analyees, attitude scalea, mail surveys, and oo on. AndLsd we suggest

to our clients that those things would be useful to them. We sometimes

imply that the evaluation would not be authentic 11 it did not use some

of them. We fail to realise that many of these procedures were brought

into our technology as microscopes to examine the minute detail of educe-

tioa, not as procedures for portraying the "whole cloth" of aa instruc-

tional program.
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The whole cloth of an educational program is a grand acfmmula-

tion of init.:ants, transactions and outcom20 Tfle teachers intend to

delivat on many promises and to take advantage of many targets of oppor-

tunity. Students and parents have their ,lapectations and apprehensions.

Community leadersb social cTitic s. and educe1tionist3 have "viewed with

slam" and "pointed with pride." Each child brings his own complex of

convictions, misunderstandings, and propensities and takes away soma of

those sud still others. Bach classroom is a community, with rules and

stresses aad competition and compassion. Yesterday's subgroups are not

tomorrow's. Things are learned, unlearned, relearned nuch as shoelaces

are knotted, untied, broken, and retied. Au educational program has

countless objectives, many of them dormant until a crisis arises. The

priorities vary over time from person to person. No statement of program

objectivea ever devised has come close to representing the regal-world

intents cf the people involved in an aaucational program.

I ahouid not imply that one caenot get reasonable consensus

on high-priority objectives for a program. The unspoken objectives--

safety in the classroom; sharing of work responsibilities; developing a
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sense of humor, a respect for rules, and a tolerance of ambiguity; and so

on, and so onthe unspoken objectives are left to take care of themselves,

at least until a crizis arises. And then these objectives may pre empt

all others. One can get simple consensus; and as long as ao one takes the

consensus too seriously, chillren can gat much more than the primitive

education Cast the consensus statement describes.

Consensus is one of the great simplifiers. Theory is another.

Statistical processes are simplifiers. Test scores are simple represents".

tions of the complex. These simplifiers help us by reducing the phenomena

to something within our powsr of comprehension. But they Taislead us by

saying that education is much less than it really is. We work day by day

with the simplifi4atiansthe statements of objectives, the central tend-

encies, tha criterioa testedsod we betome transfixed by them, losing our

awareness of the fundamental activities of teaching and learning. We do

it to ourselves and we do it to our =dilutes. Evaluators should be

helping people keep in touch with the reality of instruction, but our

scrapbooks are full of enlargements of enlargements.

Should the evaluator focus on the more prominent features or

attempt to embrace the program as a whole? There are many different

5
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demands on the evaluator. Let me quote from a notice to potententiel

contractors from the U.S. Office of Educatioa for evaluation, of the

Experimental Schools Program:

"Contractors will be required to implemeat acompre-
hens-Ave evaluation of the project including the follow-

ing areas: (1) measurement of the succet: of the
overall project in molting needs of tici:udents and of the
impact of the project; (2) meesurement of individual
project elements; (3) syetematic documentation of thc

project; (4) descrtptioa of the social...end political
forces which influence and shape the Ovelopment of
the prolect; (5) formative evaluation for the project
and its internal evauluation efforts; gad (6) cost

analysis."

All these evaluation goals are important. But the annual bill for u single

school's comprehensive evaluation--as defined--would run over a million

dollars. That's probably one reason why no evaluation team has ever

succeeded in doiag all those things.. In the more ordinary and modest

situation we should try to be comprehensive too, but we should limit our

evaluation alma to what .we can do and to wtat the client needs most.

Mhat many clients need is a credible, thorough representation of what the

program is, including information about who likes what about it. Clients

need confirmation of what they knov, reminders of things they are over-

looking, end something ia the way of a report to show other people.

It is difficult for the client to perceive the scope and

movement of the program. The program director's perapectivm Is partially



obscured; the outsider's is evanescent. They need to see more, to share

more in the experience. If the program glows, the evaluation should

refloat some of it, If the program wobbles, the tremor shovld pass

through the evaluation report. The first duty of the evaluator should be

to offer the client a comprehensive portrays/ of the program.

The client nay want something else. O.K. He nay want more

than portrayal. He nay want aomething other than portrayal. O.K. He

may want a concentrated examination of the pursuit of i few objectives.

He may want a study of the causes of success or failure, or a study of

transportability, or a study of the effici.ency of the program,. If he

has tha resources, he should get what he wants. But he should not be

encouraged to pursue those coatly aad elusive phantoms if what he needs

is a substantive portrayal of his instructionaZ program.

It's i tough choice: focus or portrayal. The evalurtor has

to help figure out which will be more useful. Many of us are biased in

favor of focus.

Think for a moment what a book review has become in tha

Simciaj_i_mse: an opportunity for the reviewer to get something off bis



chest, a chance to pampur a pat idee, with at most a tenuous connection

to the book reviewed. Are program evaluation studies connected to

programs by more than a tenuous shoestring? Are they little more than

the exploiting of au lwatructional researcher's hunch or a psychometri-

cian's fascination? Wa owe the people more than that.


